Abstract.
1. Introduction. A space is a k-space if a subset F is closed whenever F(~\K is closed in K for every compact set K. A space is sequential if a subset Fis closed whenever no sequence in F converges to a point not in F. A space is Fréchet if for each subset A and point x e cl A, there is a sequence in A converging to x. (It is easy to see that first countable spaces are Fréchet, Fréchet spaces are sequential, and sequential spaces are fc-spaces.)
A network in a space [1] is a collection of subsets cp such that given any open subset U and xeU, there is a member P of cp such that x e F<= U. A k-network (called a pseudobase by Michael [5] ) is a collection of subsets cp such that given any compact subset K and any open set U containing K, there is a P e cp such that K^P^i U.x A cs-network [4] is a collection of subsets cp such that given any convergent sequence xn->-x and any open set U containing x, there is a P e cp and a positive integer m such that {x}U{;cn|n=/w}<=Pc: U. (Note that any /c-network is a cj-network, which is in turn a network, and any cs-network cp which is closed under finite unions satisfies the property that given any convergent sequence x"->-x and any open U containing {x}KJ{xn\n=\, 2, ■ • •}, there is a Theorem 1. The following properties of a Tx-space X are equivalent: (a) X is a sequential space with a countable k-network.
(b) X is a sequential space with a countable cs-network. (c) X is a quotient space of a separable metric space. (d) X is a quotient space of a second countable space. For a Hausdorff space X, these properties are equivalent to (e) X is a k-space with a countable k-network. All mappings are assumed to be continuous and onto unless otherwise noted. Many of the ideas used in proving Theorem 1 can be found in [5] .
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2. Proof of Theorem 1. The following result, which is analogous to [5, Proposition 2.1, p. 984], will be needed.
Proposition 3. If X is a Tx sequential space with a countable csnetwork, then X has a countable k-network. In fact, any Tx quotient space of X is a sequential space with a countable k-network Proof.
We prove the second statement, from which the first trivially follows.
Let/: X-*-F be a quotient mapping where Y is Tv Since every quotient space of a sequential space is sequential [2, Proposition 1.2, p. 109], we need only show that Y has a countable ¿-network. Let y be a countable cj-network for X which is closed under finite unions. We shall show that cp={f(B)\B e y) is a ¿-network for Y. Xe U L4»}-We need to show that K^An-f(Bx^-• -U5J for some n.
Assume the contrary and choosey" in K-An for each n. Since K<= \J {An} and since the A "'s are increasing, the set S={yn} is infinite. Since K is compact, this set has a cluster pointy in K, so that S-{y'} is not closed in K, and hence not in U. Now f\f~1(U) is a quotient mapping since U is open, so f~xiS-{y'}) is not closed in f~xiU). Since open subsets of sequential spaces are sequential [2, Proposition 1.9, p. 110], there exists a sequence {xk} in f~x(S-{y'}) converging to a point x in f~x(U)-f~x(S-{/}). Since Y is 7\, each/-1(y") is closed, and so the sequence {xk} must contain points from infinitely many of the f~xiyn)-Now {x}U{xk} is a convergent sequence contained in an open set f~l(U), hence we can find a member Bey such that {x}KJ{xk}<=-B<=.f~l(U). Then f(B)<^U, so B=B" for some n. But this implies that An contains infinitely many of the yn's, contradicting our choice of them above. This contradiction shows that cp is a Ac-network in Y.
We shall also use the following result, whose proof is due to Michael (e)-"(a). By Proposition 3, aX has a countable cr-network which, by fact (3) above, is also a countable es-network for X.
Proof of Theorem 1. All implications except (e)->-(a) are either obvious or follow trivially from Theorem 6 or Proposition 3.
(e)-»-(a). Let X be a Hausdorff ¿-space with a countable ¿-network cp. We must show that X is sequential. If fcX is not closed, then there is a compact subset K of X such that Fr\K is not closed in K. Since {KC\P\P e cp} is a countable ¿-network for K, K is a metric space [4, Property C, p. 983]. ({\ntK(KC\P)\P e cp} is a countable basis for K.)
Since F Hi K is not closed in K, there exists a sequence in Ft~\K converging to a point in K-(FC\K). Hence we have a sequence in F converging to a point not in F. 
